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Abstract

SOA is an architectural style that promotes solutions, especially service-based applications to support flexible business processes, where services are loosely coupled and interoperable components. Many methods have been developed in industry and academia. Yet the comparison frameworks show that these methods neither comply with SOA nor service orientation principles. Therefore, we need theoretical frameworks to guide developing methods and processes. A meta-service framework, representing the relationships between all the elements of a multifaceted services stack from different perspectives, would guide a development process. We propose an architecture made up of four interrelated facets that are: (F1) service contract description, (F2) modernization of legacy applications and databases, (F3) deployment and management, and (F4) service based applications by composition, including orchestration and choreography. Each facet is considered as a level of abstraction that is concreted into a phase of the process.
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1. Introduction

Web services technologies use the Internet and standard XML-based languages such as WSDL, BPEL, or WS-CDL, to constitute the basic components and a suitable realization of Service Oriented Architecture (Erl, 2008; Baghdadi, 2012b). SOA constitutes a response to the growing needs for greater reuse, integration, and composition of IT services to support business flexibility and agility (Cummins, 2010; Welke et al., 2011). To conform to SOA, Web services need to be loosely coupled and interoperable. Service Science (SS) shapes the concept service with fundamental, generic properties (Spohrer et al., 2008). Service Orientation (SO) provides a set of service design principles (Erl, 2008; Papazoglou et al., 2008). These properties and principles enforce loose coupling and interoperability of services, in order to allow services to be the basic components of Service-Based Applications (SBAs), built with respect to an architectural style that is Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA).

Yet, developing SBAs requires an engineering approach; referred to as Service-Oriented Software Engineering (SOSE). It mainly concerns with developing methods that encompass the main aspects of SOSE that are: (i) the engineering of the services as basic components, (ii) the engineering of compositions of services as SBAs (Papazoglou et al., 2008), (iii) the management of services and SBAs (Papazoglou et al., 2011), and (iv) the quality of both services and compositions (Bianco et al., 2007).

As expected, many methods in both academia and industry have been developed. Most of the well-known methods such as SDL (Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006), Sensoria (Wirsing et al., 2008), SOAF (Erradi et al., 2006), SOMA (Arsanjani et al., 2008), Erl’s methodology (Erl, 2009), claim their compliance with SOSE, namely a development process that produces services and SBAs that comply with SO and SOA. Yet, comparison frameworks such as those developed by Baghdadi (2012a) and Gu & Lago (2011) show that the output of these methods, when applied, does not fully comply with SO and SOA. Indeed:

- They do not explicitly reflect each role in SOA, the service provider, the service consumer, and the service registry. Their respective process concentrates on the provider of the service, while the consumers and the registry not only have a role but also constrain SOA.
They vary significantly in terms of their coverage to SOSE aspects. Some methods cover only services as components, whereas others cover secrecy and SBAs.

They vary in their delivery strategies, i.e., the generic process to develop services such as meet-in-the-middle, top-down, bottom-up, or green-field (Baghdadi, 2012a; Brittenham, 2001).

The existing methods have been engineered using approaches, such as consolidation (Kohlborn et al., 2009), or extension (Sensoria (Wirsing et al., 2008) or SOMA (Arsanjani et al., 2008)), product line (Mazo et al., 2012). Although, these engineering approaches are proven useful for engineering methods based on function, object, or components as the main building blocks, they are pertinent to only limited perspectives and aspects of SO. These methods are limited to certain perspectives of services, namely their identification and construction (Gu & Lago, 2011; Al-Rawahi & Baghdadi, 2005). This is mainly owing to a lack of a framework (abstract model) that captures the relevant elements of a SOSE environment, the relationships between the elements, and the constraints (if any) into what we refer to as Meta-Service Framework (MSF).

In this work, we propose a multifaceted Web Services Architecture (WSA) towards a MSF that captures a sound set of Web service properties. From specification to reuse into SBAs through wrapping and deployment, having in mind that SOA is in big part for reusing and integrating existing enterprise assets such as legacy applications and databases.

The MSF sketches out the service properties from different facets, where a facet represents different abstraction, benefits and interests. These are (F1) service contract, (F2) service as IT-component, (F3) services representing legacy systems, and (F4) SBAs that support business processes (BPs).

The MSF aims at guiding service and SBA development, whereby each facet is considered as a phase in the development process.

The remainder of the paper is as follows: section 2 describes the related concepts to SOSE. Section 3 details the proposed MSF. Section 4 shows how the MSF guides the phases of the process through a multi-level architecture. Section 5 presents related work. Finally, a conclusion section presents some open issues and further development.

2. Service Oriented Software Engineering Concepts

This section elaborates on the concepts and paradigms related to SOSE, as relevant entities in the MSF that would guide in developing Web services and SBAs. These are Service Science (SS), Web services, (WSs), SO, SOA, and Service Oriented Computing (SOC). Therefore, we need a deep understanding of these entities, especially their relationships with each other in order to sketch out how software system solutions are built by composing services, and consequently the process to build those solutions.

2.1 Web Services

From (W3C, 2010), we can compile a set of properties to define a Web service as a computational resource that is identifiable by a unique identifier. It performs one or more tasks through an agent (e.g., a provider agent that is a software unit); and is used by a requester agent. It has a description and an interface. The description is a machine-processable description of the service interface that shows the messages that are exchanged by the service. The interface defines the messages relevant to the service, that is, the different types of messages that the service sends and receives, along with the message exchange patterns that may be used. In addition, a service description may include one or more policies applied to it. Finally, a description is expressed in WSDL. In addition, services should: (i) define, in a machine-readable standard, the semantics of their functional (e.g., capabilities), non-functional (e.g., quality of service), and policy requirements; making the service contracts understandable by the consumers and governed by policies to which the consumers adhere, and (ii) communicate through SOPA, messaging protocol built on top of the Internet protocols.

2.2 Service Science (SS)

SS is expected to providing theories and methods from many different disciplines to study the service as phenomenon (Spohrer et al., 2008). We build on the state of art, where the concept service is already in use, namely in business and IT, to capture: (i) some service intrinsic, core conceptual properties, including at least its structure, behavior and semantics, and (ii) usages, utilities, and in-sourcing. This would allow a definition and accordingly an easy way for identification of contracts that should be understood by the consumers and governed by policies to which the consumers adhere.

2.3 Service Orientation

Erl (2009) defines SO as “a design paradigm comprised of a set of design principles, whereby a design principle
is an accepted industry practice”. In this definition, the service is the most fundamental unit for building a service-oriented solution. To comply with SO and to be an element of composition, a service should exhibit some desirable principles in addition to its fundamental properties, which enforces: loose coupling, interoperability, and separation of concerns as detailed in Table 1.

Table 1. How the desirable service principles promote the SO principles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Principles</th>
<th>SOA Principles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loose coupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Contract</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing and Reuse</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discoverability</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stateless</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messaging</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-contained</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granularity</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These principles enable SOA, which itself promotes solutions as compositions of principled services.

2.4 Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)

SOA enables sharing of capabilities provided as services. With respect to SOSE framework, SOA would fulfill the following:

(1) Consumers, providers, and registry are services.

(2) Interaction and communication mechanisms are based on messages to facilitate operations such as publish, find, match, and bind for efficient interoperability.

(3) Service management artifacts, including services inventory (e.g., adapted registry).

(4) SBAs and service organization and management, including inventory and discoverability mechanisms.

To adapt SOA as a computing architecture that applies to SOSE, the aforementioned principles, originally intended to provide guidance for the design and development of services, need to be realizable through a distributed computing paradigm. This is the role of SOC.

2.5 Service Oriented Computing

In the proposed framework, SOC (a distributed computing platform) is expected to examine and make services computational components that can participate in different composition to develop SOSs (Papazoglou et al., 2008). That is, making existing units of software, including legacy applications, transparent with respect to their location and technology platforms (e.g., networks, operating systems and programming languages) in order to be provided as services, whereby each service participates in different compositions of software and in different contexts.

Therefore, SOC will provide structural and behavioral elements such as service programming model, service bus, service interactions, selection, discovery, composition, management, organization, security, and exception handling, which we categorize into: (1) a set of horizontal services that are application-independent, and (2) a set of platform services that allow services to communicate.

2.5.1 Horizontal Services

All Web services use horizontal services independently of any SOS solutions. These are:

HS1 Service management: SOC provides mechanisms for management and monitoring to enable mastering the evolution of services (Baghdadi, 2007; Papazoglou et al., 2011). Without such mechanisms, services performance and stability will degrade, and accordingly software systems composed out of them.
HS2 Service organization: SOC should provide artifacts to organize and manage services for a very large internal and external reuse. The object-orientation paradigm of organizing classes into hierarchy is no longer adequate (Arsanjani et al., 2008).

HS3 Service security management through WS*.

HS4 Service concurrency management.

HS5 Composition and composition management, including coordination, choreography, or orchestration.

2.5.2 Platform Services

The platform services allow deployed services to communicate within a composition. These are:

PS1 Interface definition

PS2 Service communication

PS3 Exception handing management

PS4 Service selection

PS5 Service discovery

PS6 Service addressing

PS7 Execution, execution describes how the realization of a service is carried out

These properties facilitate the SBAs as compositions of Web services.

2.6 Service-Based Applications (SBAs)

Web services are developed to be reused in composing more coarse-grained web services or SBAs to support BPs, whereby a BP is a set of coordinated activities. Each composition has a style that may be an orchestration or choreography. An orchestration refers to an executable BP. It describes how web services invoke each other, under the control of one service. In the orchestration style, the BP is controlled and executed by one of the business parties involved in the process. Choreography is associated with the message exchanges between multiple BPs. In web services technology, Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) represents orchestration and Web Service Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) represents choreography. A BPEL is executable, whereas WS-CDL is just a description of collaboration between partners.

However, SBAs should be developed in compliance with an architectural style that is SOA, where both consumer and provider have a role to play (Baghdadi, 2012a) as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. SOA instantiated with web service: ‘Customer’ is exposed as a service
Therefore, services principled by SO would be a realization of software systems if we provide techniques to:

1. Develop services mainly by wrapping candidate functionalities (Baghdadi & Al-Bulushi, 2013). Generally these functionalities exist in the legacy systems, however if some functionalities do not exist, we need to develop them as services. The services are then deployed and registered in a private/public registry.

2. Check the compliance of the wrapped Web services with the SO principles as shown in Table 1.

3. Develop SBAs to support BPs by composing the developed, deployed and registered services that are principled by SO and with respect to SOA. The standard BPEL may be used to describe and execute SBAs, whereas the standard WS-CDL may be used to describe a crossing BP.

The aforementioned concepts and paradigms have helped in shaping services, the architecture of solutions built by reusing services; and how these services and solutions are deployed and executed in a distributed platform that is SOC platform.

Next, we need to provide a meta-model that captures all the properties of all these entities into multifaceted architecture; we referred to as MSF that guides a step-wise process for developing both services and SBAs.

3. Meta-Service Framework for Services and SBA Development

The MSF described in this work as shown in Figure 2 is built on the work described in (Baghdadi, 2009). It represents the Web services as pieces of software generated by wrapping existing systems (applications or databases), the specification of the contract: both abstract and concrete parts, and their deployment into their respective servers and registries to be further reused in developing SBAs. For a MSF to play the role of a framework that guides the development of SBAs based on modernizing existing systems, notably by wrapping, and composition techniques, it needs to capture the properties of the Web services from different facets, namely:

(F1) Service contract (Purple surrounded in Figure 2)
(F2) Service as IT-component (Red surrounded in Figure 2)
(F3) Services representing legacy systems to be modernized (Green surrounded in Figure 2)
(F4) SBAS that support business processes (BPs) (Blue surrounded in Figure 2)

3.1 Service Contract Facet

Service contract is a machine-processable description of the service interface description. It exhibits the semantics of its functional (e.g., capabilities), non-functional (e.g., quality of service), the message description (or schema), and policy and agreement requirements. We distinguish the abstract part (e.g., what is the purpose of the service and its capabilities) from the concrete part (e.g., how and where can the service be accessed). This distinction is very important, as an abstract part may be: (i) realized differently (e.g., location and protocol), (ii) designed from scratch (by the provider), (iii) reused from and existing industry standard, or existing package (e.g., IDL/ java/ UML interface, abstract class, Oracle package), or (iv) developed/generated and deployed separately from the concrete part. For instance, many services may implement the abstract part of the interface (describing one operation, the message in and the message out), each service has its own location (where) and access and communication protocol (how). In addition, the same abstract part could exist as a local java/ UML interface or as an industry standard interface.

3.2 Deployment Facet

Web services are deployed within a run-time server. It could be a standalone or within an application server. A server consists of a Web service container that manages the life cycle of the application implementing the services, and a SOAP processor that processes the exchanged messages as distinguished in Figure 2.

The Web services container is responsible for:

- Managing the life cycle of the application implementing the service
- Generating the WSDL which will be registered in the UDDI, where the client applications can find it and generate a client proxy. At run time, the client uses the proxy to construct and send SOAP message to the Web services

The SOAP processor is responsible for:

- Processing of incoming messages
- Converting from XML into native PL data types
- Routing the request to the application that implements the service
Figure 2. A UML Class diagram representing the four facets of MSF (each facet has a distinct color)
3.3 Modernization of Legacy System Facet

The term ‘legacy application’ describes old applications and databases, running on an outdated platform and infrastructure that continue to be used because of the costs and risks of replacing or redeveloping them are high. For instance, applications that are meeting the organizations requirements, preserving IT investment, reliable, and secure, yet could not be reusable with SOA. Thus, moving to SOA with web services would not be possible without taking into account such legacy applications and databases, for several reasons, namely: (1) they perform, (2) they embed most of the business functions, and (3) they are built at high cost; and we need to preserve investments on them. The UML diagram in Figure 2 distinguishes the Web services wrapping perspective.

3.4 SBA as a Composition Facet

Reusability is one of the major properties of Web services since services can be reused instead of being rewritten in the Web services environment. Therefore WSA can be viewed from a usage point of view to provide a flexible software composition implementing BPs. The UML diagram of Figure 2 distinguishes the Web services composition perspective, where software systems supporting BPs is presented, with respect to SOA, with BPEL (for orchestration) or WS-CDL (for choreography) of Web services registered in a registry (e.g., UDDI). The consumer and provider of Web services use SOAP to communicate with each other. Indeed, Web services can be combined in two ways: orchestration or choreography.

3.4.1 Orchestration

In orchestration, a central coordinator represents the BP. This coordinator is also a Web service that coordinates and controls the execution of the required operations from the other Web services involved (aka partners) in the composition (BP). The specification of the coordination and communication are within the coordinator Web service, i.e., the unique Web service that has all the information about the composition and the flow of execution of the operations provided by the other Web services. That is the involved Web services are not aware of the composition and know nothing about it.

A Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) process specifies the involved Web services and the order in which partner Web services are invoked. It also specifies how the partners are invoked, i.e., in sequence or in parallel.

BPEL is an executable language having its own variables, flow control statements, invocation statements. It is similar to BPMN and UML activity diagram.

For a composition, a BPEL Web service:
- Receives a request from the trigger of the BP (itself a Web service)
- Processes it by invocation of different partners in sequence or in parallel
- Responds to the trigger
- BPEL relies on the WSDL description of the Web services invoked as shown in Figure 2.

3.4.2 Choreography

Unlike, orchestration, choreography does not have a coordinator. That is, each of the Web services involved in the choreography knows when to execute the required operations and with which Web services it interacts. Choreography is rather a description of collaboration between Web services, where it focuses on the exchange of messages in cross-boundary BPs. All Web services that participate in the choreography need to be aware of the BP, the operations to execute, the messages to exchange, and when the messages need to be exchanged.

From the perspective of composing Web services to execute BPs, orchestration is a more flexible paradigm and has the following advantages over choreography:
- A coordinator manages the coordination of the Web services that compose the solution supporting the BP.
- Partner Web services can be included in the composition without any knowledge about the composition they are serving.
- Partner Web services can be replaced in case of non-reliability or availability of one of the Web services involved in the composition, i.e. in case of expectations.

These four perspectives represented in the meta-model for WSA, shown in Figure 2, provides guidance towards SOS development mainly based on three techniques:

(1) Wrapping of legacy systems into Web services
(2) Checking the compliance of the wrapped Web service with the SOC principles
(3) Composing service-oriented software out of the Web services

4. Guidance to Develop SBAs

The above-mentioned MSF provides guidance for processes to develop both services and SBAs toward the application of a SOA maturity model, at least the initial level (Welke et al., 2011). The activities of the process are: specification, design, implementation and test, deploy, run, and manage. It is worth noting that a web service can be developed as: (i) a new web service from scratch, (ii) by modernizing existing application, or (iii) by composing a new service out of the existing service. Similarly, a service contract may be developed from scratch (new service contract), or from an existing local or standard interface. Thus, there exist several delivery approaches as detailed in the next section.

4.1 Delivery Approaches for SBAs

With respect to SOA and web service, the delivery approach, i.e., the engineering strategy depends on: (i) whether the service exists or not, i.e., whether the business logic that implements the service (e.g., class/component, or legacy application, or any piece of code) exists or not, and (ii) whether the service contract exists or not, i.e., whether the specification of the abstract part exists (either locally or somewhere as standard interface) or not. When we combine these alternatives, we end up with four approaches (engineering strategies) to first develop services (Baghdadi, 2012a; Brittenham, 2001; Papazoglou & van den Heuvel, 2006), then composition of SBAs. These are Top-down, Bottom-up, Green-field, and Meet-in-the-middle approaches. The Green-field extends the Top-down approach, whereas the Meet-in-middle extends the Bottom-up.

4.1.1 Top-down Approach: Service Contract Exists and the Web Service Is New (to Develop)

In a top-down approach, we need to develop new service from an existing contract (abstract part). A service contract (e.g., Java interface, or an industry standard interface) is first located. Next, it is re-used by creating a template of it. Then, based on the template, a development tool implements the service that is finally deployed within a server, whereby the concrete part of the contract is generated and published.

4.1.2 Bottom-up Approach: Service Exists and the Service Contract Is New (to Develop)

In the Bottom-up approach, a new service contract is developed and published for an existing service. It represents implemented business logic (e.g., legacy application). First, the business logic is located. Then, the service contract is generated by using a tool. This results in exposing the legacy applications as web services. This may require guidance for wrapping techniques such the ones developed in (Baghdadi & Al-Bulushi, 2013; Lewis et al., 2008).

4.1.3 Green-Field: Both Service and Service Contract Are New

The Green-field approach extends the top-down approach if there is a need to create a new web service contract for new service to be developed from scratch (e.g., new functional requirements, where the solution would be a service). The web service is first developed. Then, the service provider generates the web service contract (abstract and concrete part) from the deployed web service. This type of web service contract is created from scratch.

4.1.4 Meet-in-the-Middle: Both Service and Service Contract Exist

The Meet-in-the-middle extends the Bottom-up approach, where both the service contract and the application that will be used for the web service exist. The main task is to transform the existing application interface to that defined in the web service contract.

4.2 The SBA Process Guided

In addition to presenting and highlighting the multiple facets of Web services in a comprehensive architecture, the MSF is a kind of framework that guides service engineering development processes, including service development process and SBA process as shown in Table 2.

(1) The contract facet helps in describing the service from both business and IT perspective by using a green-field approach or a top-down approach to identify the service in term of contract (abstract part) then use Web services underlying technologies to construct it.

(2) The modernization facet indicates the guidance process for using a modernization technique among many existing ones (Baghdadi & Al-Bulushi, 2013; Canfora et al., 2008; Comella-Dorda et al., 2000; Rahgozar & Oroumchian, 2003; Lewis et al., 2008). This guidance would first locate the business functions locked within
legacy applications to modernize them. The contact could have been already specified in the previous step. Then, use tools to extract and wrap the business functions. It is then a meet-in-the-middle approach.

(3) The deployment facet guide toward the required platforms and infrastructures used to deploy and run services then test them. It also guides the management and monitoring of the deployed services.

(4) The SBAs facet describes the different scenarios in composing the applications that support BPs in a meet-in-the-middle delivery approach.

That is, the main steps of such a process would be as shown in Table 2:

- Specify the architecture of the software as a SOA
- Identify the business functions or pieces of software candidate to be Web services
- Modernize legacy applications that fulfill the requirements
- Construct the services
- Deploy the Web services
- Build SBA as compositions

Table 2. Mapping facet into a process guidance architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facet</th>
<th>Levels of guidance architecture</th>
<th>Delivery Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contract Modernization</td>
<td>Services from business oriented building blocks</td>
<td>Web services: WSDL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment</td>
<td>Selection of the business functions to modernize for SOA</td>
<td>Wrappers: legacy applications into Web services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBAs</td>
<td>BPs architecture</td>
<td>Orchestrations: BPEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Choreographies: WS-CDL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 The SBA Process Defined

The process mainly uses a meet-in-the-middle delivery approach. It has three phases:

Phase 1: Service contract development

Phase 2: SBA development

Phase 3: Service and SBA monitoring and management.

Each phase is subdivided into steps. Table 3 summarizes the steps of each phase.

Each phase reflects:

- One of the objectives of service-oriented software engineering: service, SBAs, and management and monitoring of both of them.
- Each facet of the MSF is considered in the process.
- Each phase produces an artifact that complies with SOA.
- Each step in the process produces an artifact that complies with SO.
- Each artifact produced in one step is used as input in the next steps.

That is, the main steps of such a process would be as shown in Table 3:

- Decide SOA architecture
- Specify the architecture of the software
- Identify the pieces of software candidate to be Web services
- Wrap legacy applications that fulfill the requirements
- Construct the services
- Deploy the Web services
- Build the composition

Table 3. Mapping the guidance architecture into development process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facet</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>SBAs</th>
<th>Management and Monitoring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identification: Phase 1</td>
<td>Design: Phase 1</td>
<td>Construction: Phase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modernization</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBAs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Related Work

More than 50 methods for service and solution engineering have been proposed (Gu & Lago, 2011; Kohlborn et al., 2009). We may classify the approaches to develop these methods into a pragmatic or a more theoretical way. The practical approach concerns with: (i) consolidation of best practices of the existing methods, (ii) extension of an existing method, (iii) analogy with an existing method (e.g., UML), or (iv) product line. The theoretical approach would provide comprehensive framework as an abstract model representing the relevant entities surrounding the paradigm service, their relationships, and their constraints.

In the pragmatic approach, the traditional top-down, and bottom-up methods have been extended to green-field and meet-in-the-middle respectively (Chen & He, 2011) to come up with methods such as SOMA (Arsanjani et al., 2008), SOAF (Erradi et al., 2006), Sensoria (Wirsing et al., 2008), and WS-SOAR (Baghdadi, 2012b). These methods are limited to certain perspectives of services, namely their identification from existing data or functions (Gu & Lago, 2011; Al-Rawahi & Baghdadi, 2005; Kohlborn et al., 2009).

At time of writing, except the work by Erl (2008) who has provided a synthesis of Web services underlying concepts, there is no meta-model such as the one provided in the object orientation: MOF (Meta Object Framework) of a framework that guides a method for developing services and SBAs.

Indeed, a framework approach would produce several methods, as only one method could not solve all the instances of the problem, even if it is generic, as each enterprise has its own specificity.

The multifaceted MSF is a step toward such a comprehensive theoretical framework.

6. Conclusion

The main contribution is to frame the entities related to service-oriented software engineering that are service science, service orientation, service oriented architecture and service oriented computing concepts into a meta-service framework. This framework is then used to guide service-oriented software engineering methods and processes to develop both services and service-based applications built as service composition solutions.

The resulting process is made up of three phases: (1) service contract development, (2) service-based application composition, and (3) both service and service-based application monitoring and management. Each phase is subdivided into steps.

A framework that considers all the concepts surrounding service-oriented software engineering, the guided method or process will produce services and service-based application that conform to service orientation and SOA.

This work is limited to the IT view of SOA benefits. Indeed, it concerns only with the services and service-based applications as IT components. Business services and business processes as services that represent the business view of SOA will be considered in further work to complete the loop.
This work can be extended by adding the aggregates of a method and the requirements of SOA maturity level to enrich the framework with a comprehensive set of entities, taking into account business and IT views of SOA. Then the produced methods will take into considerations many parameters, including the peculiarities of the methods, the building blocks, and the specifics of each class of problems we want to solve by applying a method.
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